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PROJEC T SUMMARY

ClickEdu is an information management
app for educational institutions. It helps to
improve the contact between teachers,
parents and children by using internal
communication system and integrated calendar.

The aim of this project was to create a mobile version of
information management platform for educational institutions,
complementary to its website.
ClickEdu system itself was created to increase parents involvement
in their children’s education. The mobile app improves
communication between teachers, parents and children by creating
a platform with school-related information. It allows parents
to check their children’s timetable and other data about any class.
Children, on the other hand, have access to educational materialsboth those discussed in class and additional ones that might
boost their knowledge.

“

“

With the app developed by Ready4S, we have received
many good reviews for both Android and iOS version.
People love the new app.

- Ignasi Nogues, CEO of ClickEdu

CLIENT’S OPINION
AN INTERVIEV WITH CLIENT BY CLUTCH.CO

BACKGROUND
Please describe your organization.
We are Clickedu. We are located in Barcelona, Spain, and we work with
information systems for schools. Schools want to get all their information and
their processes on a single platform, which is called Clickedu. This platform is an
enterprise resource planning system for all the information processes that a school
has to manage. This includes academic information, information for parents and
a learning management system for students. In addition, Clickedu allows teachers
to get information for their classes and collaborate with other teachers on the system.

What is your position?
I am the chief executive ofﬁcer.

What business challange were you trying to adress with Ready4S?
Our system is website-based, and we felt that it was important to offer a mobile
application system as well. We made some efforts with our own developers, but
since we are not experts in mobile apps, we thought it best to ﬁnd another company
to develop our apps.

SOLUTION
Please describe the scope of their involvement.
They had to create a mobile app that was compatible with our website. It was
important to establish effective communication from our developer team to
Ready4S because sometimes we had to make changes in our system that affected
the speciﬁcations for the app. It was important that we had the time to do that.
Our database is MySQL but we have created a web service, an IP
[Internet protocol]-based in SCRAM Systems, which is how we communicate
and how we ensure the security of the data between the app and ClickEdu.
It's very important for us to have conﬁdence in the security of the data.

How did you come to work with Ready4S?
We ﬁrst tried another company in Barcelona, but they were horrible. They did not
work the way we needed within the timelines we required. We had many other
companies that were interested in our project and, ﬁnally, we chose Ready4S
to be the developers of our apps.
One of the reasons we chose Ready4S was that they work only on apps.
In addition, we were searching for somebody who was genuinely interested in us,
not just for the money, but because they believed in us. We needed somebody who
believed in our project and in Clickedu. Ready4S met all of those criteria, and that's

“

why we chose them.

Could you provide a sense of the size of this initiative
in ﬁnancial terms?

“

We have spent somewhere between $20,000 and $50,000 working with Ready4S.

We were searching for somebody who was
genuinely interested in us, not just for they money,
but becouse they believed in us.

SOLUTION
Could you share any statistics, metrics, or other feedback
from this engagement?
With the version of the app developed by the ﬁrst company we worked with,
we had many problems and our users were not happy with the app. They said
it crashed a lot, frequently had to be closed and reopened, and wasted a lot of memory.
With the app developed by Ready4S, we have received many good reviews for both
the Android and iOS version. People love the new app. It is ﬂuid and looks great.
We did a presentation here at our headquarters in Barcelona for some of our clients.
They loved the new app, design, and functions.

What distinguishes Ready4S from other providers?
I think the most important thing is that if we had a problem or were facing a tight
deadline – as was the case during the ﬁrst weekend we had the new app on the
market – they would respond immediately. That kind of responsiveness is not too easy
to ﬁnd in a provider.
Another thing about Ready4S that we appreciated was that they not only were able
to do what we asked, but also felt free to make suggestions and share their ideas
about how the development of the app should go. They were an integral part of the
development process, which was important because of our lack of expertise in app
development. It was great to have that kind of a partner.

Is there anything Ready4S could have improved or done differently?
No, I don’t think so.
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